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1: Access Developer â€“ Upgrades
I have an access application that i created for a company in the access version. It is a large application complete with
security custom user groups with permissions to certain objects in a multi user environment using replication.

We have helped many companies upgrade to current version of Access. Outgrown your Excel application?
Sometimes it requires significant effort, but usually can be done for a fraction of the cost of starting over. We
are Excel experts we operate the sister site www. We can also can develop your existing Excel system to get
more life out of it before being required to invest in a rebuild. We work with small and medium sized
companies who are operating on lean budgets and our philosophy is that if we can help you save costs in the
form of a lower consulting fee that the repeat business from happy clients will make up from the opportunity
cost of the quick buck of a higher consulting fee. Click here to view sample projects related to Upgrades. MS
Access can be a cost effective data repository with more expansive size and functionality limitations than you
might assume. We have done a variety of integration projects that bring data from other sources into Access,
and also full bi-directional integration between Access and separate database applications or software. Click
here to view sample projects related to System Integration. Companies trust us to create custom Access
database applications. We can help you design and build your own custom business software that works
exactly the way you want. Tables, forms, queries, VBA code. Engaging us, you leverage our experience of
delivering dozens of large, successful custom Access projects in a wide variety of industries and business
areas. They can be implemented without purchasing Access licenses for users by utilizing Access Runtime.
Take a look at some of these actual recent projects to see how we might be able to help you. Click here to
view sample projects related to Custom Database Application. The number one question we get right now is
how to put an Access database online. Our experienced consultants can help you navigate through the options
to find the solution best suited for your needs. MS Access was designed as a desktop application. Starting with
the version Access , Microsoft Sometimes the best option is to develop a desktop application with a portion of
the functionality built in an online form. Click here to view sample projects related to Online Database.
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2: Preparing Access Databases for Migration (AccessToSQL) | Microsoft Docs
33 Upgrading Access and Earlier Applications to Access (Online) X Appendix A What Was New in Access for Users of
Access and Earlier (Online).

The project used some of the code from both the Omega project and a pre-release version of Visual Basic.
Microsoft released Access version 1. Microsoft specified the minimum hardware requirements for Access v2.
The product shipped on seven 1. The manual shows a copyright date. With Office 95, Microsoft Access 7.
Since then, Microsoft has released new versions of Microsoft Access with each release of Microsoft Office.
This includes Access 97 version 8. Formats include Access 1. The most significant transition was from the
Access 97 to the Access format; which is not backward compatible with earlier versions of Access. As of
[update] all newer versions of Access support the Access format. New features were added to the Access
format which can be used by Access , , , and Microsoft Access introduced a new database format: It supports
links to SharePoint lists and complex data types such as multivalue and attachment fields. These new field
types are essentially recordsets in fields and allow the storage of multiple values or files in one field. For the
first time, this allowed Access solutions to be run without having to install Access on their PC and was the
first support of Mac users. Any user on the SharePoint site with sufficient rights could use the Access Web
solution. A copy of Access was still required for the developer to create the Access Web solution, and the
desktop version of Access remained part of Access The Access Web solutions were not the same as the
desktop solutions. The data was no longer in an Access database but SharePoint lists. An Access desktop
database could link to the SharePoint data, so hybrid applications were possible so that SharePoint users
needing basic views and edits could be supported while the more sophisticated, traditional solutions could
remain in the desktop Access database. Microsoft Access offers traditional Access desktop solutions plus a
significantly updated SharePoint web solution. Unlike SharePoint lists, this offers true relational database
design with referential integrity, scalability, extensibility and performance one would expect from SQL
Server. The Access desktop is similar to Access but several features were discontinued including support for
Access Data Projects ADPs , pivot tables, pivot charts, Access data collections, source code control,
replication, and other legacy features. Microsoft Access was the first mass-market database program for
Windows. This was before Visual Basic. Bill Gates saw the prototypes and decided that the BASIC language
component should be co-developed as a separate expandable application, a project called Thunder. The two
projects were developed separately. Access was also the name of a communications program from Microsoft,
meant to compete with ProComm and other programs. This proved a failure and was dropped. NET , or Visual
Studio. NET will use the Microsoft Access database format for its tables and queries. Microsoft Access may
also be part of a more complex solution, where it may be integrated with other technologies such as Microsoft
Excel , Microsoft Outlook , Microsoft Word , Microsoft PowerPoint and ActiveX controls. Access tables
support a variety of standard field types, indices , and referential integrity including cascading updates and
deletes. Access also includes a query interface , forms to display and enter data, and reports for printing. The
underlying Jet database , which contains these objects, is multi-user and handles record-locking. Repetitive
tasks can be automated through macros with point-and-click options. Data is locked at the record level which
is significantly different from Excel which locks the entire spreadsheet. These options are available upon
starting Access and allow users to enhance a database with predefined tables, queries , forms, reports, and
macros. Power users and developers can extend basic end-user solutions to a professional solution with
advanced automation, data validation , error trapping , and multi-user support. The number of simultaneous
users that can be supported depends on the amount of data, the tasks being performed, level of use, and
application design. Generally accepted limits are solutions with 1 GB or less of data Access supports up to 2
GB and it performs quite well with or fewer simultaneous connections concurrent users are supported. This
capability is often a good fit for department solutions. If using an Access database solution in a multi-user
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scenario, the application should be "split". This means that the tables are in one file called the back end
typically stored on a shared network folder and the application components forms, reports, queries, code,
macros, linked tables are in another file called the front end. The linked tables in the front end point to the
back end file. Each user of the Access application would then receive his or her own copy of the front end file.
Applications that run complex queries or analysis across large datasets would naturally require greater
bandwidth and memory. Microsoft Access is designed to scale to support more data and users by linking to
multiple Access databases or using a back-end database like Microsoft SQL Server. With the latter design, the
amount of data and users can scale to enterprise-level solutions. User interface features of Access, such as
forms and reports, only work in Windows. In versions through an Access object type called Data Access Pages
created publishable web pages. Data Access Pages are no longer supported. Access allows databases to be
published to SharePoint web sites running Access Services. These web-based forms and reports run in any
modern web browser. Access can create web applications directly in SharePoint sites running Access Services.
Access web solutions store its data in an underlying SQL Server database which is much more scalable and
robust than the Access version which used SharePoint lists to store its data. A compiled version of an Access
database File extensions: ADE; ACCDE only works with Access or later can be created to prevent user from
accessing the design surfaces to modify module code, forms, and reports. Microsoft also offers developer
extensions for download to help distribute Access applications, create database templates, and integrate source
code control with Microsoft Visual SourceSafe. Features[ edit ] Users can create tables, queries, forms and
reports, and connect them together with macros. Advanced users can use VBA to write rich solutions with
advanced data manipulation and user control. Access also has report creation features that can work with any
data source that Access can access. The original concept of Access was for end users to be able to access data
from any source. It also has the ability to link to data in its existing location and use it for viewing, querying,
editing, and reporting. This allows the existing data to change while ensuring that Access uses the latest data.
It can perform heterogeneous joins between data sets stored across different platforms. Access is often used by
people downloading data from enterprise level databases for manipulation, analysis, and reporting locally.
This makes it very convenient to distribute the entire application to another user, who can run it in
disconnected environments. Users can mix and use both VBA and "Macros" for programming forms and logic
and offers object-oriented possibilities. VBA can also be included in queries. Microsoft Access offers
parameterized queries. These queries and Access tables can be referenced from other programs like VB6 and.
Microsoft Access is a file server -based database. Unlike clientâ€”server relational database management
systems RDBMS , Microsoft Access does not implement database triggers , stored procedures , or transaction
logging. Access includes table-level triggers and stored procedures built into the ACE data engine. Thus a
Client-server database system is not a requirement for using stored procedures or table triggers with Access
Tables, queries, forms, reports and macros can now be developed specifically for web based applications in
Access Integration with Microsoft SharePoint is also highly improved. The edition of Microsoft Access
introduced a mostly flat design and the ability to install apps from the Office Store, but it did not introduce
new features. The theme was partially updated again for , but no dark theme was created for Access. Access
Services and Web database[ edit ] See also: NET web forms can query a Microsoft Access database, retrieve
records and display them on the browser. Access Web databases published to SharePoint Server can use
standard objects such as tables, queries, forms, macros, and reports. Access Services stores those objects in
SharePoint. The macro language is enhanced to support more sophisticated programming logic and database
level automation.
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3: Microsoft Access In Depth | InformIT
Making MS Access an online app Over the past years, I was developing MS Access , , for customized and full
Accounting System for Desktop application. It was proven effective and accurate by several clients.

You have not selected any file s to download. A download manager is recommended for downloading
multiple files. Microsoft Download Manager Manage all your internet downloads with this easy-to-use
manager. It features a simple interface with many customizable options: Download multiple files at one time
Download large files quickly and reliably Suspend active downloads and resume downloads that have failed
Would you like to install the Microsoft Download Manager? Generally, a download manager enables
downloading of large files or multiples files in one session. Many web browsers, such as Internet Explorer 9,
include a download manager. Stand-alone download managers also are available, including the Microsoft
Download Manager. You may not be able to download multiple files at the same time. In this case, you will
have to download the files individually. You would have the opportunity to download individual files on the
"Thank you for downloading" page after completing your download. Files larger than 1 GB may take much
longer to download and might not download correctly. You might not be able to pause the active downloads or
resume downloads that have failed. The Microsoft Download Manager solves these potential problems. It
gives you the ability to download multiple files at one time and download large files quickly and reliably. It
also allows you to suspend active downloads and resume downloads that have failed. Microsoft Download
Manager is free and available for download now. Back Next The Microsoft Access Runtime enables you to
distribute Access applications to users who do not have the full version of Access installed on their computers.
There are multiple files available for this download. Once you click on the "Download" button, you will be
prompted to select the files you need.
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4: Upgrade an Access app - Office Support
Upgrade an Access web app that you uploaded directly on a site If you created the web app directly on a site, you can
apply an upgrade package to the web app right there. On the site where you want to upgrade your Access web app,
click Site Contents.

Determining when to migrate to SQL Server The Jet database engine, which is used as the database engine for
Access, is a flexible, easy-to-use solution for data management. However, as databases become larger and
more mission critical, many users find that they require greater performance, security, or availability. For
applications that require a more robust data platform, consider moving the underlying databases for those
applications to SQL Server. For more information about deciding when to migrate, see the migration
information page on the SQL Server Web site. After you migrate databases to SQL Server, you can continue
to use Access by using linked tables, or you can manually migrate your applications to Microsoft. You can
then export metadata about those databases to SQL Server. For more information about how to export and
query metadata, see Exporting an Access Inventory. Before you start migrating databases, see Incompatible
Access Features. Preparing for migration Use the following guidelines to help prepare your Access databases
for migration to SQL Server. If you have databases from earlier versions of Access, open and save the
databases in Access 97 or a later version. Removing workgroup protection SSMA cannot migrate databases
that use workgroup protection. To remove workgroup protection from an Access database, perform the
following steps: Copy the Access database file to another location. Open the copied database. Select the Users
option, select the Admin user, and then ensure that the Administer permission is selected. Select the Groups
option, select the Users group, and then ensure that the Administer permission is selected. Click OK, and then
on the File menu, click Exit. You can now use SSMA to migrate the copied database. Backing up databases
Before you migrate your Access databases to SQL Server, you should back up both the Access databases that
you will be migrating as well as the SQL Server databases into which you will migrate Access objects and
data. Documenting databases You might also want to document the properties, such as lists of database
objects, file sizes, and permissions, of your Access databases. To generate this documentation in Access, on
the Tools menu, point to Analyze, and then click Documented.
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5: Eileen's Lounge â€¢ View topic - Office Upgrade from to (Access)
Converting an Existing Access Application to Access If you are considering upgrading from Access 97 or to Access or ,
it's recommended that you first convert the project to be compatible with Access

To view the current database references: On the Tools menu, click References. Resolving Visual Basic
References in Access Access loads the pertinent file for example, a type library, an object library, or a control
library for each reference, according to the information that is displayed in the References box. If Access
cannot find the file, Access runs the following procedures to locate the file: Access checks to see whether the
referenced file is currently loaded in memory. If the file is not loaded in memory, Access tries to verify that
the RefLibPaths registry key exists. If the key exists, Access looks for a named value that has the same name
as the reference. If there is a match, Access loads the reference from the path that the named value points to.
Access then searches for the referenced file in the following locations, in this order: The Application folder the
location of the Msaccess. The current folder that you see if you click Open on the File menu. The Windows or
Winnt folder where the operating system files are running. The System folder under the Windows or Winnt
folder. The folders in the PATH environment variable that are directly accessible by the operating system. If
Access cannot find the file, a reference error occurs. Understanding Reference Error Messages There are
several error messages that relate to a missing file or to a file that has a different version from the version that
is used in the database. In most cases, you can search the Microsoft Knowledge Base for an article about the
specific error message, and you can then resolve the error by following the steps in the article. In some cases, a
dependency file is not correctly matched with the primary file. The following list describes some of the
reference error messages that you may receive. However, note that the list does not include all of the possible
reference error messages. You can search the Microsoft Knowledge Base for articles that describe the various
forms of this error message. You may also receive this error message if a form or a report contains an ActiveX
control. Often the file is flagged as Missing in the References dialog box. Sometimes the file exists on the
development computer but not on the target computer. For additional information about this error, click the
article number below to view the article in the Microsoft Knowledge Base: VBA Functions Break in Database
with Missing References "Variable not defined" or "User-defined type not defined" You may receive one of
these error messages if you use the User-Level Security Wizard to secure a database that references libraries
other than the libraries that are included by default. For example, references to libraries that existed in the
unsecured database are not automatically created in the new, secured database. Frequently, the cause is that
DLLs that provide referenced functionality for the program are not registered or are incorrectly registered.
Troubleshooting Error When Automating Office Applications Although this article is written from a Visual
Basic viewpoint, it covers many of the causes for this error. Resolving Reference Issues on the Development
Computer Creating a new, blank database and then importing objects from another database file can create
reference issues if the code or ActiveX controls rely on references that are not included in a database by
default. The default references for an Access database are: Visual Basic for Applications Microsoft Access 9.
If the source is in an earlier version of Access, DAO 3. Try removing the reference to the ADO 2. If you
converted the database from an earlier version of Access, and the database contains a reference to the Utility.
To add a reference to a library: Under Available References, click to select the check box next to the name of
the library, and then click OK. To remove a reference to a library: Under Available References, click to clear
the check box next to the name of the library, and then click OK. Distributing Database Files There are two
basic database file distribution methods. You can copy the file from the development computer to the target
computer, or you can use the Package and Deployment Wizard to create a setup package. If you copy the file
from the development computer to the target computer, only the database file is copied. You must manually
ensure that all files that are listed in the reference list are available, at the correct version level and in the same
relative location on the target computer as on the development computer. If you use the Package and
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Deployment Wizard to create a setup package, refer to the Knowledge Base article that serves as a checklist
for developing run-time applications in Access. For additional information about the checklist, click the article
number below to view the article in the Microsoft Knowledge Base: How to Avoid Common Mistakes When
You Create Distributable Run-Time Applications When you develop run-time applications in Access, be
aware that some operating system files must be distributed with the run-time application. The packaging of
these files is performed automatically by the Package and Deployment Wizard component of Microsoft Office
Developer. Sometimes the versions of the files that are included depend on other applications that are installed
on the development computer and that might have modified the operating system files. Following certain
guidelines will usually ensure that the versions of the files that you use will not conflict with files on the target
computer when you install the run-time application. Here are the guidelines: Develop the Access database on
any computer. Create a computer environment where the hard disk has been reformatted and where only the
earliest version of the applicable operating system, of Office, and of Office Developer is installed. Run the
Package and Deployment Wizard on this computer to create the run-time version of the application. This
ensures that the revision levels of the files will work on any of the target computers. Create a computer
environment where the hard disk has been reformatted and where only the operating system is installed. Test
the run-time application in this environment. If the application does not run successfully, you know that there
is something wrong with the application itself. You need to identify and correct the problem before you
distribute the application. If the application works successfully on the test computer but does not work on the
target computer, you know that there is something wrong on the target computer rather than in the application.
You need to identify and correct the probable cause on the target computer, probably an incompatibility or a
corrupted file. Refreshing the Reference List If the reference issue involves an ActiveX control, you can
sometimes resolve the issue by refreshing the reference list. To refresh the reference list: In the References
dialog box, click to select a reference that is not already selected, make note of which one you select, and then
click OK. On the Tools menu, click References again. Click to cancel the selection of the reference, and then
click OK. A design-time license permits you to insert licensed ActiveX controls from Office Developer into
forms and reports in an Access database. A run-time license permits you to use the ActiveX controls in an
Access database on a computer that does not have Office Developer installed, but a run-time license does not
permit you to insert new licensed ActiveX controls. A Missing flag, which you may see when you open a
module in Design view and then click References on the Tools menu, indicates that the reference to the
Common Dialog control on the target computer does not match the source in the database file from the
development computer. This issue can occur because the Setup program does not overwrite later versions of a
file with an earlier version of the same file. Reregistering a File It is possible for a file to be in the reference
list without being correctly registered in the registry. If you suspect that this might be the case, follow these
steps to reregister the file: In Microsoft Windows NT 4. In the Named box, or in the Search for files and
folders named box, type regsvr In the Look in box, click the root of the hard disk usually C: Click to select the
Include Subfolders check box if it is not already selected, and then click Find Now or Search Now. After you
find the file, click Start, click Run, and then delete anything that is in the Open box. Repeat steps 2 through 6,
this time searching for FileName. In Access, test to see whether the problem still exists. If you do not have the
Regsvr If the file is not available, you can obtain the file from the Microsoft Web site. For additional
information, click the article number below to view the article in the Microsoft Knowledge Base: Remember
to compile all modules after you adjust references. To compile all modules, with the module still open, click
Compile database on the Debug menu. If the modules do not compile, there may be additional unresolved
references.
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6: Microsoft Access - Wikipedia
Microsoft Access in depth. [Roger Jennings] -- Covers the features of Microsoft Access, with information on such topics
as queries, maintaining a database, creating reports and forms, and using SQL.

All prior versions of Access use a menu bar. Access has done away with the menu bar and replaced it with a
tabbed menu, commonly known as the Ribbon. The Ribbon gives you access to many commands, which are
separated into tabs based on purpose. The commands on each tab are further sub-divided into groups of similar
commands. To change the commands displayed on the Ribbon, simply click on a different tab. A handy
feature of the Ribbon is you can switch between tabs by placing the mouse cursor over top of the Ribbon and
moving the mouse wheel. One concern many people have about the Ribbon, is how much more screen space it
occupies compared to the old menu bar style. If the Ribbon is currently hidden, it can be displayed again by
clicking on one of the tabs. However, once you click on something off of the Ribbon, the Ribbon will be
automatically hidden again. To make the Ribbon stay visible, just double-click on one of the tabs. You will
probably notice quite quickly that the Ribbon does not have a File tab. Instead, Microsoft chose to put a big
round button in the top left corner which is referred to as the Office button. For Office , Microsoft changed
from the Office button, back to the File menu. I believe it was a smart choice. Another interesting feature of
the Ribbon is it can be customized. You can add any commands that are not on the default Ribbon, remove
commands you never use and reorganize the commands in any manner you like. However, this does take some
programming knowledge and use of add-ons or third party controls. If you are interested in having a custom
Ribbon created for you, this is one of the many services our company SageKey Software provides. A possible
alternative to customizing the Ribbon for Access development, is to add often used Access commands to the
Quick Access toolbar. Commands that you often use can be easily added to this toolbar. You will find this
toolbar in the top-left corner of the screen, just to the right of the Office button. If you have troubles finding
commands in Access , but know how to find them in Access , Microsoft has an interactive guide which helps
you find the new home of many commands. The guide first displays a simulated Access window which
includes the menu bar and standard toolbar. By placing the mouse pointer over any menu item in the Access
window, a tool tip is displayed that gives you instructions on how to use the guide or where to find that
particular command in Access For many of the menu items, you can also click on them and a simulated
Access window will be displayed to show you exactly where to find the selected feature. When finished with
that command, click anywhere to return to the Access window. This guide can be found from the following
website: This guide is very thorough and includes many screen shots. Converting Existing Access Projects to
Access We expect there to be few problems when converting Access applications between and due to only
minor changes in how the two Access versions work. If you open an Access project in Access and add any
features that are new to Access , you will only have limited viewing and editing abilities to your application
through Access Also, there are three new features in Access that use cause any application which uses them to
not be even viewable through Access These three features are: For more information, see the following site:
The following site claims a Microsoft spokesperson confirmed that Office will be released in June of this year:
SharePoint Server is well known as a difficult program to install and must be installed on its computer. At the
time this article was written, Microsoft Online Services has a 30 day trial period where you can try out their
services for free: By using Access and SharePoint together, you can create web applications which would take
much longer using other web development techniques. This site shows how you could take an existing Access
desktop based application, add some Access web forms to allow some of your programs functionality to be
used over the internet, while still retaining your Access desktop functionality: There are few features that will
not be supported in Access that were in Access Calendar Control not the DatePicker Snapshot format
Paradox, Lotus , Red 2 and Jet 2 data file linking support Replication conflict Viewer For more information
these removed features and some alternative solutions, see the following site: This deployment tool has many
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benefits including: Quickly and easily builds an installation routine Eliminates the repair process and dialogs
during installation of your Access application Bundles the Access Runtime and any other necessary install
files with your Access application and creates an executable or EXE file. Closing Remarks Upgrading your
Access application to a newer version of Access can be a challenging and time-consuming task. Each Access
application upgrade provides a different set of challenges. It has eight PDF files which are free to download
and cover many Access topics. They are extremely well written, easy to understand articles and are loaded
with great tips.
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7: Database Software and Applications | Microsoft Access
To convert an Access or Access - database .mdb) to www.enganchecubano.com file format, you must first open the
database by using Access , Access , Access , or Access , and then save it in www.enganchecubano.com file format.

Last updated on by David Wallis. Perface The conversion of an out-of-date database to the latest version of
Microsoft Access is, very rarely, a straightforward or error-free process. I can assess your Access databases for
what it will take to convert them; can perform the conversion for you; and will be pleased to work with you if
you want to include improvements as part of the process. For my observations on the conversions of specific
databases, please follow these links: Background to the Versions of Access Microsoft ended mainstream
support for Access in October , but reports it will continue with extended support until October January
marked the very end of support for Access Access and have not been supported for over a decade; and for
even older versions, for much longer than that. This means any database that has not been created using
Access or later, or has not been converted accordingly, becomes a potential security risk. Such a risk
represents a failure to meet the requirements of certain auditing bodies â€” anything that relates to the Data
Protection Act, for example with the possible consequence of withdrawal or suspension of certification.
Microsoft recommends migration to the current version of Access before the end of their support period.
Converting Databases to Access , or Access will recognise Access databases and provide for their conversion.
Access and may not; but they will recognise Access conversions. So, if you need them there are stepping
stones to bringing pre-Access databases up to Access or Clients of DMW, who attempted conversions
themselves, reported that the process did not complete without errors. In a number of cases Access froze
during the conversion and refused to budge. Even if you complete the process, not all conversion errors get
logged as part of the process. So you are left not knowing exactly what might have gone wrong with the
conversion. Some clients have told DMW of errors emerging after a converted databases had been in full use
for a time. Based on experience gained through numerous conversions, DMW has put together routines for
trapping errors and dealing with them as part of the conversion process. Access replaced menus and toolbars
with the user interface ribbon. The ribbon features across Access , and If the database you are intending to
convert has custom menus and toolbars, then be prepared to do some reading up on how to accommodate
these. Unless your converted database is for very short-term use only, DMW recommend going for a
ribbon-only conversion, dispensing with menus and toolbars altogether. User-Level Security User-level
security provided for permissions to be allocated to users of your database determining what rights they have
to work with or change the Access objects that comprise the database, and the data it contains. User-level
security, included in many databases that DMW has seen and that were created using Access up to and
including version , was removed as a feature from Access So conversion of a secured database can throw up
some challenges. DMW can help you address some of the resulting issues. Improving Your Database and
What You Get From It If now you are upgrading to Access or , or short-term to , then you may have many
ideas about improving it for its users and for gaining more out it in pursuit of improved business performance.
As part of your conversion process you might consider adding beefed up analysis and reporting in order to
increase returns from your investment. Perhaps, therefore, this is the best time to review the database with an
upgrade in mind. Please contact DMW if you want someone with ideas from the outside to join in
brainstorming the possibilities. Some of these changes are quite major ones. Some offer increased
functionality that you may wish to exploit as part of a conversion upgrade. In many instances conversion
errors result from poor implementation in the original database, something with which a push-button
conversion is not going to cope. You might want to talk to DMW before you press the button or if you want
help with programming in general. Once unlocked, so the claim goes, you can make changes to your MDE.
DMW have tried one unlocker program that gets mentioned a lot on the web. So now may be the best time to
review the functionality of your database prior to offering to tender for the rewrite. Please contact DMW if
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you want to discuss.
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8: Convert a database to the .accdb file format - Access
Upgrading older Access databases SSMA for Access supports Access 97 and later versions. If you have databases
from earlier versions of Access, open and save the databases in Access 97 or a later version.

Use Access to open a database that was created or modified in Access , Access , or Access Convert an Access
or Access - database to the. Click File, and then click Open. Click the Access or Access - database. If the
Database Enhancement dialog box appears, the database is using a file format that is earlier than Access To
continue, see the section Convert an Access 97 database to the. Choose the Access file type, and then click
Save As. If any database objects are open when you click Save As, Access prompts you to close them prior to
creating the copy. Click Yes to make Access close the objects, or click No to cancel the entire process. If
needed, Access will also prompt you to save any changes. In the Save As dialog box, type a file name in the
File name box, and then click Save. Access creates the copy of the database, and then opens the copy. Access
automatically closes the original database. Top of Page Convert an Access 97 database to the. However, you
can open an Access 97 database in a previous version of Access, and then save the database in a format that
Access can open. Open the Access 97 database in Access Enter a name for the database and click Save. Close
Access and open Access You can also use Access or Access to convert an Access 97 database to the. When
you open an Access 97 database in either of these two products, the Database Enhancement wizard appears to
help convert the database to an. Top of Page Use Access to open a database that was created or modified in
Access , Access , or Access Because Access , Access , Access , and Access all use the same file format, you
can use Access to open a database that was created in Access , Access , or Access without first using the Save
As command. However, Access , Access , and Access include some features that require Access , Access , and
Access to run. Depending on the feature, one of the following might happen when you try to use the database
in Access You cannot modify the object that uses the feature. You cannot open the object that uses the
feature. You cannot open the database in Access at all.
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The Classic Menu for Office brings back the familiar menus and toolbars to Microsoft Access , , and The classic view
allows you to work with Office // as if it were Office //

Each new upgrade of widely used programs like Microsoft Access brings with it a host of new features and
improvements, but it also brings a great deal of uncertainty as well, with users wondering how they should
proceed. Many users and database administrators also wonder how their current database programs will work
with the newest version of Access, and it is important for those considering upgrading to Access to carefully
consider their options and make plans for transitioning their existing files to this new and enhanced database
program. One of the most important factors for any business to consider when upgrading a much used and
much loved program is user satisfaction and acceptance. While the features of Microsoft Access have been
designed with usability in mind, some of them may take some getting used to. It is a good idea for
transitioning companies to take the time to train their employees on the use of these new features before doing
the company wide upgrade. Backward Compatibility Users of the new Access database program will be
pleased to know that they will be able to open applications written in earlier versions of Access, and for the
most part those applications will function just as they do in Access Therefore it may not be necessary to
convert every old database to a new format. Security Features Users of Access are no doubt familiar with the
security dialog boxes that would sometimes pop up. Those dialog boxes are gone in Access , but users who
open a file that has not been digitally signed may see a security alert in the area known as the Business Bar.
The appearance of these security alerts will depend on the macro settings, just as with older versions of
Access. Custom Menu Bars Many users of Access will be happy to know that they will now have the ability to
create custom menu bars, and even to replace the default menu bar with a custom version. This feature will no
doubt be welcomed by many Access users. Data Access Pages While earlier versions of Access provided a
method for database designers to develop browser based pages, Access does not provide the Data Access Page
designer. If a data access page is opened with Access , an instance of Internet Explorer is automatically started
instead. Those wishing to make changes to the design of those pages will need to use Access to do so. These
are just some of the factors business owners, managers and ordinary users will need to consider as they
contemplate an upgrade path to the new version of Microsoft Office and the new version of Microsoft Access.
Access offers a number of compelling reasons to switch, and a great many benefits, but like all business
decisions it is important to gather as much information as possible before moving forward. Microsoft Office
Access Desktop Databases Microsoft Access is an application used to create small and midsize computer
desktop databases for the Microsoft Windows family of operating systems. It can also be used as a database
server for a web-based application. This electronic book ebook provides lessons on how to use Microsoft
Office Access to create and manage databases. The lessons follow a step-by-step format with practical
examples.
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